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Abstract: When urgent situations occur (e.g., inaccurate demand forecast, traffic accidents,
or infectious disease outbreaks), the stock of rescue medical items in the hospital might not be
enough to cater to the drastically increased demand. Comparing with placing an expensive
emergent replenishment order with dealers, requesting inventory sharing from another hospital
with excessive stocks could save time and cost. This paper investigates the operation of the
inventory sharing mechanism between two independent hospitals with the consideration of patient
behavior. We first identified the inventory decisions when hospitals are under a no-sharing scenario,
and derive hospitals’ sharing policies and inventory policies under the sharing scenario. Through
numerical experiments, we found that the inventory sharing option is profitable for hospitals
compared to emergent replenishment. Furthermore, we investigated the effects of patient behavior,
safety inventory level of the hospital, and other cost parameters on inventory decisions. Under the
sharing policy, the increase of hospital j’s emergent request rate and safety inventory level increased
the optimal initial inventory level of hospital i, while the increase of hospital j’s initial inventory level
decreased the optimal inventory level of hospital i. This paper provides more practical suggestions
for hospitals’ inventory sharing operation.
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1. Introduction

Compared with industrial products, inventory management in a hospital is more difficult to
manage as the demand for medical items is difficult to predict and critical to patients. Natural disasters,
massive traffic accidents, and infectious disease outbreaks bring a steep increase of emergent
patients and increase the difficulty in order-related decision-making for hospitals. The occurrence of
medical inventory stockout is not rare, especially for disposable medical equipment such as sanitary
materials, disposable medical gloves, disposable infusion/blood transfusion, medical textiles, surgical
instruments, disposable catheters, vascular surgical instruments, anesthesia instruments, obstetric
instruments, oxygen masks, and other necessities [1]. Besides, bed utilization is generally high
when urgent situations occur, and some small hospitals cannot provide enough beds for patients.
For example, in Hong Kong, the bed utilization of some public hospitals reaches 120% in flu outbreak
season such that patient transfer between hospitals may further affect the medical service offered to
patients. In such situations, the demand for medical items at a hospital increases suddenly, and stockout
occurs because the regular safety stock in a hospital cannot handle such a demand increase [2]. Unlike
industrial products, stockout of critical medical supplies may result in a life-threatening situation
for patients, thus the hospital tries to ensure an adequate quantity of various medical supplies is
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available, even in unanticipated situations [3,4]. However, the inventory holding cost is high if
hospital stocks a large number of various medical items. Wang et al. [5] mention that inventory
cost is a major component among all expenses in a hospital. To reduce the inventory cost, hospitals
always choose expensive and emergent replenishment to address the stockout problem. Emergent
replenishment can guarantee immediate supply, but requires that the hospital pay a higher price
and an additional delivery charge. Therefore, there are currently some management issues regarding
the medical inventory system. (1) Because of high inventory holding cost and limited warehouse
capacity, hospitals face practical limitations to stocking a large volume of inventory. To satisfy the
sudden demand caused by massive accidents, the hospital can only adopt an expensive emergent
replenishment policy. From a financial perspective, this is not an economical inventory policy as it
incurs higher purchase price and expensive delivery charges. (2) When one hospital faces stockout
on some medical items due to unexpected events, another hospital located nearby may be holding
idle inventory that incurs an inventory holding cost. Hence, for hospitals, it is critical to explore more
effective inventory policies to mitigate the risk of stockout with a lower operating cost [6–8].

Based on the above medical inventory management problems, we propose a sharing mechanism
for disposable medical inventories between two cooperative hospitals. Inventory sharing in the
traditional supply chain has received some attention, but its application in the hospital setting is rare.
However, medical inventory sharing is feasible for hospitals. When a huge traffic accident happens
or there is an infectious disease outbreak in a region, the local hospitals may anticipate medical
inventory stockout; at that time, it is possible that hospitals in other regions are keeping enough
inventory. Based on the setting, inventory sharing can be conducted when one hospital has excess
demand and another hospital has excess inventory. Additionally, compared with transferring patients,
sharing inventory is more feasible and cost-saving since patient transfer may worsen their health
conditions and delay treatment. Second, medical inventory sharing is more specialized than retail
inventory sharing. In contrast to customer demands, patients’ demands cannot be backlogged, which
means patients’ behaviors or actions have a greater effect on hospitals’ decisions. For example, for an
unsatisfied customer, a retailer may compensate the customer in the future. However, for unsatisfied
patients, a hospital should make replenishment decisions or request possible sharing to fulfill patients’
demands according to patients’ actions.

Our paper proposes a two-period inventory sharing model between two decentralized hospitals,
where they make independent inventory decisions in each period. At the beginning of each period,
these two hospitals place a regular replenishment order for the next period according to demand
forecast information. Demand realization also happens at the beginning of each period. Then, the
hospitals fulfill the demand by a regular order placed in the last period together with the inventory
carried forward from the last period. If stockout is anticipated to occur, the hospital takes actions
according to patient behavior. For example, some patients choose to “stay in” the hospital and wait
for needed service (i.e., emergent request rate), and some patients leave the hospital. In our paper,
we mainly focus on emergent patients and the mentioned “patient behavior” denotes the actions
of emergent patients. Since elective patients make appointments in advance, their demands can be
forecasted by hospitals. Emergent patients arrive at hospital randomly. It is a common phenomenon
that less-urgent patients give up waiting and turn to another hospital, especially in flu season when
medical inventory stockout happens frequently. To satisfy the requests of “stay in” patients, the hospital
makes emergent orders to dealers or requests inventory sharing to the partner hospital according
to the transaction cost to be incurred. If emergent replenishment is preferred, the regular inventory
decisions of the two hospitals are not influenced by each other. If inventory sharing is preferred, then
the partner hospital decides the sharing quantity according to multiple factors, including its own
demand and the safety inventory level. The inventory sharing mechanism benefits both hospitals
intuitively: (1) If inventory sharing is adopted, for the hospital that facing stockout, it saves the
emergent procurement cost. For the hospital with excessive inventory, it saves some inventory holding
cost by sharing inventories to the partner hospital. (2) The resource utilization rate of medical supplies
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is enhanced from the perspective of social sustainability. However, when the inventory sharing policy
is more profitable than emergent replenishment policy, how the hospitals decide order quantities with
the sharing option, and whether there is an interaction in their decisions when considering patient
behavior still need further investigation.

In the next sections, we study three problems in disposable inventory sharing for a single item
between two hospitals. (1) When a stockout on some disposable medical items happens, what is the
best response for the hospital—to place an emergency order or to request sharing? (2) In each period,
what is the optimal regular replenishment quantity and the optimal inventory order-up-to level for
the next period’s consumption? (3) How are the stockout response decision and optimal order-up-to
level affected by the cost features of the hospital and patient behavior? Park et al. [9] present a model
that addresses the first and second issues in a similar setting. They study the multi-period inventory
sharing problem in the spot and forward market, in which a firm facing excessive demand can either
purchase from the spot/forward market or send a sharing request to other firms. Meanwhile, the
firm that has excess inventory can sell to the spot/forward market or accept another firm’s request.
Equilibrium strategies of two firms are investigated and a structured transshipment pricing scheme
is developed to increase the value of inventory sharing. Their work and ours both assume that the
demand cannot be backlogged and needs to be satisfied immediately (no delay) by the spot market
(“emergent replenishment” in our paper) or sharing. The main difference between their work and ours
lays in their focus on the sharing price structure, and we assume that sharing price equals the regular
replenishment price. In addition, we extend their model by considering the effects of patient behavior,
safety inventory level on sharing decision, and the mutual effect on inventory decisions between two
cooperative hospitals.

This study explores the optimal equilibrium inventory policy under different scenarios and
analyzes the effects of patients’ emergent replenishment request rate and the safety inventory level
on hospitals’ inventory decisions. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews
related literature on inventory sharing and inventory transshipment and shows the main contribution
of our work. Section 3 describes the background and setting of our model. Sections 4 and 5 analyze
the emergent replenishment/emergent sharing decision as well as the optimal inventory policy under
the no-sharing case and under the sharing case, respectively. Then, we discuss the preliminary results
by several numerical experiments in Section 6 and summarize conclusions in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Our model setting considers a distinctive feature: inventory sharing of medical supply between
two hospitals. As there is very little literature on inventory sharing in the hospital setting, we review
literature mainly in three relevant categories: (1) inventory sharing literature in the setting of industry
or enterprise; (2) inventory transshipment, which is similar to the concept of inventory sharing
in the operations perspective; and (3) research on healthcare materials and logistics management.
The corresponding literature is summarized in more detail below.

The first stream of literature is relevant to inventory sharing, which includes several common
considerations: priorities of demand classes (high priority and low priority), single period or multiperiod,
and sharing between two parties or among multiple parties. Zhao et al. [10] consider the inventory
sharing problem in a decentralized dealer network where each dealer faces high-priority demand and
low-priority demand. They address two main issues. The first issue is, when one dealer accepts
the sharing request of another dealer, which dealer should place a replenishment order to their
common manufacturer? The second problem is about how to determine the amount of replenished
inventory for each dealer after sharing their inventory. It is found that there exists a pure-strategy
equilibrium under the full-inventory-sharing game and fixed-portion-sharing game. In their work,
the unsatisfied sharing request can be backlogged if it is rejected and the rejected request is supposed
to be made up later. In contrast to their model setting, we assume that unsatisfied demand cannot be
backlogged. Once the sharing request is rejected, the hospital that anticipates stockout needs to place an
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emergent replenishment order, which fits the hospital setting. Based on the two-dealer sharing problem,
Yan and Zhao [11] develop a multi-dealer (n > 2) inventory sharing mechanism, where n dealers
make their replenishment decisions independently but share inventory cooperatively. In the case of
asymmetric demand information, the effects of complete information sharing and no information
sharing on the coordination mechanism are respectively analyzed. This study provides insights on
coordinating a multi-dealer inventory sharing mechanism when considering asymmetric information.
Yan and Zhao [12] also consider the effects of asymmetric information on inventory sharing in a
decentralized system. To induce the truth in inventory sharing between retailers, a coordination
mechanism is proposed for the sharing relationship between manufacturer and retailer to achieve the
maximal benefit. Park et al. [9] consider the multi-period inventory sharing problem in the spot and
forward market. They develop optimal equilibrium strategies of two firms and construct a structured
transshipment pricing mechanism to benefit from inventory sharing.

The second relevant category of literature concerns the inventory transshipment problem.
Inventory transshipment implies transferring inventory from one location to another when a retailer
has excess demand of a certain inventory item and another retailer has excess inventory of the
same item. However, due to long procurement lead time and the difficulty of predicting demand
in some industrial operations, transshipment becomes a routine activity to better match supply
and demand. In general, transshipment occurs when demands are observed/realized and before
they are satisfied [13]. Transshipment is investigated under two different inventory distribution
systems—centralized and decentralized. Under the centralized system, a centralized decision maker
(supplier/distributor) makes a replenishment and transshipment decision among retailers aiming
at maximizing the total profits of all retailers in the system. While in a decentralized system,
each retailer makes replenishment and transshipment decisions independently, aiming at maximizing
their own profit. The literature on these two categories of transshipment is summarized as follows.
Earlier research studies focus on the inventory transshipment problem under a centralized setting.
Tagaras [14] proposes the optimal ordering and transshipment policy for a two-location centralized
system. Robinson [13] considers the multi-period inventory problem with transshipment among
multiple locations. From previous research outputs, Dong and Rudi [15] consider which party benefits
more from transshipment under a centralized distribution system when a common manufacturer serves
multiple retailers. Then, the impact of transshipment on retailers and manufacturer are compared
under two cases—that is, where the manufacturer is a wholesale price setter or a wholesale price
taker. Liao et al. [16] tackle a similar inventory transshipment problem in an industrial setting;
they compare the options of lateral transshipment and placing an emergent order when stockout
occurs for one retailer. In their study, making an emergent order is expensive and needs more time,
while lateral transshipment between two retailers saves some cost and time. The authors propose
several optimal inventory response policies for different scenarios under a single-period setting.
In addition, the effects of customer behavior on inventory decision are considered in the model,
such as customer request rate and rate of switching to another store. However, there are two main
differences between their work and our study. They investigate the inventory transshipment between
two centralized retailers under a single-period setting, while we explore the sharing problem between
two decentralized hospitals under a two-period setting. There are some studies about decentralized
inventory transshipment. Anupindi et al. [17], Granot and Sošić [18], and Slikker et al. [19] mainly
study the transshipment problem in a decentralized distribution system using cooperative game theory
and aim at obtaining Nash equilibrium on the inventory decision. Besides, Rudi [20] consider two
independent inventory locations and examine the effects of intrafirm transshipment and interfirm
transshipment on optimal inventory choice. In their paper, the intrafirm transshipment is the inventory
transshipment under a centralized system while interfirm transshipment is equivalent to transshipment
under a decentralized system. After comparing these two cases, it is found that when each retailer
makes an inventory decision to maximize its independent profit, the joint profit of a centralized system
cannot be realized. Zhao et al. [21] study two issues about emergent transshipment among multiple
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independent dealers under a decentralized system. When one dealer faces stockout, the first problem
is when to send a transshipment request to another dealer with excess inventory (requesting decision),
and the second problem is when the dealer with excess inventory fills the request (filling demand
decision). It is proved that the transshipment decision can be determined by a threshold rationing policy.
Hu et al. [22] generalize the study of Rudi [20]. They prove that the conclusion that a transshipment
price always exists is wrong by a counterexample, and explore the sufficient and necessary conditions
under which the transshipment price does exist. Hanany et al. [23] propose a new transshipment
coordination mechanism, in which a third-party coordinates the inventory transshipment among
multiple independent and noncooperative retailers. The aforementioned research works consider a
single transshipment problem under decentralized policy, but we examined how to construct a sharing
mechanism when there is an emergent replenishment option.

Because our paper focuses on hospital inventory replenishment and transshipment, we also
review literatures about hospitals’ materials and logistics management. Volland et al. [24]
provide a detailed survey to summarize the previous research on hospitals’ logistics problems.
Wieser [25] concentrate on healthcare logistics optimization. They also suggest considering the service
level of patients in operational practice, such as the service quality, traceability, and information system.
Kritchanchai and MacCarthy [26] investigate the application of vendor-managed inventory (VMI) in
the pharmaceutical transportation for hospitals, while Kritchanchai et al. [27] analyze the performance
of healthcare logistics from the perspective of purchasing and supply policy, warehousing, inventory
management, transportation and distribution, and information and technologies. Scholars also
propose incorporating the behavior of healthcare personnel when optimizing the medical inventory
transportation efficiency. For instance, Stefanini et al. [28] consider the behaviors of medical staff and
health managers when developing resource planning strategies for lung cancer patients. In addition,
Adida et al. [29] explore the hospital stockpiling policy for disaster prevention, which is a proactive
inventory transshipment policy before the disaster happens. In contrast to their work, our paper
analyzes the emergency inventory sharing policy for hospital stockout, which is a reactive inventory
transshipment policy after the stockout happens. Another difference is that Adida et al. [29] only focus
on the stockpile decision-making and neglect hospitals’ safety stock, while our paper explores the
sharing decision-making when considering the effects of hospitals’ safety stock level. Most importantly,
we also investigate the impacts of patients’ behavior on hospitals’ inventory decisions.

Therefore, although there are some studies on the inventory transshipment or sharing issue,
our research is different from previous studies in the following ways: (1) the demand for disposable
medical inventory cannot be backlogged in a hospital setting; (2) it is under a two-period setting; (3) it
is in a decentralized system, where two hospitals operate independently; (4) it proposes the sharing
mechanism when an emergent replenishment option is available; (5) it also investigates the effects of
patients’ behavior and safety inventory level on sharing decisions.

3. Model Formulation

We consider the sharing problem of a single item inventory in two cooperative hospitals i and j
(i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j) in a time horizon of T periods. Each hospital faces independent stochastic demand
Dit and Djt, with probability density function git, gjt and distribution function Git, Gjt in period t. In a
hospital setting, the demand for medical items should be satisfied within the same period and cannot
be backlogged to the next period. Daily demand includes appointment patients and emergent patients.
Emergent patient demand is difficult to forecast, and therefore stockout happens occasionally. In the
following section, we assume that hospital i faces stockout and hospital j has adequate inventory in
period t; the opposite case is symmetric.

For some medical items, hospitals apply a periodic review policy and make replenishment
decisions at the beginning of each period. Since the lead time of regular replenishment is one period
(i.e., the order is placed in period t − 1, with order amount nit−1, and the order is received at the
beginning of period t), hospital i can only use the inventory carried forward and the amount ordered in
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period t− 1 to fulfill the demand in period t. If stockout happens, the hospital chooses either emergent
replenishment or inventory sharing from the cooperative hospital in consideration of the related cost
of these options. In general, the hospital pays a higher price and transportation cost for emergent
replenishment. If the inventory sharing request is accepted by the partner hospital, the hospital with
excess demand needs to bear the transshipment cost. Considering the specialty of patient demands
and medical inventory in a hospital setting, the hospital is risk-averse compared with commercial
organizations. Hence, we take the safety inventory level k j into consideration, which is a fraction of the
order-up-to level xjt. The partner hospital j will reject any inventory sharing request when its on-hand
inventory level is lower than its safety inventory level. In general, two cooperative hospitals are
willing to share with each other when one hospital faces stockout and the partner hospital has enough
inventory in excess of the safety stock level. In addition, we consider the patient behavior in our model.
When stockout happens in a hospital, some patients may decide to leave the hospital, while others stay
and wait for emergent service until replenishment inventory arrives. We use the emergent request rate
wi to denote the rate of patients that stay in hospital. wi ∈ [0, 1] (i.e., (Dit − xit)wi) patients are willing
to wait in hospital i in period t when stockout of medical items happens. Hospitals have unique wi.
For instance, for a large and famous hospital which offers better service, the corresponding wi is high,
patients are more willing to stay in the hospital waiting for service. In contrast, for a hospital in a
central location where many other hospitals are located nearby, the corresponding wi is low because
patients may choose another hospital.

In each time period, the sequence of events is illustrated as follows (taking hospital i as an
example). At the beginning of period t, the hospital receives the regular replenishment order nit−1 and
observes the order-up-to level xit. Meanwhile, the hospital realizes demand Dit as well as the regular
replenishment price Nt and emergent replenishment price Ut. We define Dt := (Dit, Djt) and Xt :=
(xit, xjt) to represent the demand and initial inventory level for hospital i and j in period t respectively.
Then, if stockout occurs in hospital i, hospital i will either place an emergent replenishment order
from the dealer or request sharing from partner hospital j according to the operating costs. Under
the emergent replenishment policy, the hospital needs to pay Ut and τe as emergent procurement
and transportation cost, respectively. Under the inventory sharing policy, the partner hospital j can
share excess inventory with hospital i at regular replenishment price Nt, but the sharing amount sjt
is determined by the request level of i, the internal demand of j, and safety inventory k j. Hospital i
also pays τs as transshipment cost in the sharing process. After demand is satisfied, the remaining
inventory is carried forward to the next period with holding cost h. Note that hospital j can save
relative holding cost in period t by sharing its inventory. We supposed that hospital i will return
the sharing inventory to hospital j in the next period and ignore the unpunctual return issue in this
paper. In addition, we assumed that Ut > Nt, τe > τn, and τs > τn in order to prevent a hospital from
always choosing to request sharing instead of making regular replenishment orders to their dealer.
We set τs > τe in the numerical experiments to prove that inventory sharing may still occur even if the
sharing transportation cost is higher than the emergent transportation cost. The savings from emergent
purchase price and inventory holding cost is enough to outweigh the additional transportation cost.

We define the following notations applied in our model in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations in the model.

Notations Descriptions

Dit The demand for hospital i in period t
Nt Purchase price of regular replenishment in period t
Ut Purchase price of emergent replenishment in period t
τn Transportation cost of regular replenishment
τe Transportation cost of emergent replenishment
τs Transaction cost of inventory sharing
h Inventory holding cost
ki The safety inventory level of hospital i
wi The emergent request rate of patients in hospital i
nit The order amount of regular replenishment in period t for hospital i (nit ≥ 0)
eit The order amount of emergent replenishment in period t for hospital i (eit ≥ 0)
sit Hospital i shares sit units to hospital j in period t (sit ≥ 0)
xit The order-up-to level of hospital i in period t (xit ≥ 0)

In the remaining sections of this paper, we first analyze the emergent replenishment order policy
with no inventory sharing, and we use superscript “e” to denote the policy. Then, we suggest a sharing
policy that combines sharing action and emergent replenishment policy, represented by superscript
“s”. Under these two policies, we aim at obtaining an optimal sharing/emergent replenishment order
amount and optimal regular replenishment amount in the current period as well as the optimal
order-up-to level at the beginning of the next period. In addition, we investigate the effects of hospital
safety stock level and patients’ emergent request rate on the choices of optimal inventory policy. Finally,
we explore the response function of one hospital to their partner hospital on the optimal inventory
order-up-to level in a sharing mechanism.

4. Benchmark Case: Inventory Policies without Sharing

Before considering the sharing mechanism, we first analyzed the no sharing case as benchmark.
Under this case, each hospital is independent and makes inventory decisions independently to
minimize the expected cost of the next period. When stockout is anticipated to occur, the emergent
replenishment policy is executed. E[Oe

it−1(xit)] denotes the total expected cost in period t.

E[Oe
it−1(xit)] =

∫ xit

0
Oe1

it−1(xit)gi(Dit)dDit +
∫ ∞

xit

Oe2
it−1(xit)gi(Dit)dDit, (1)

where Oe1
it−1(xit) and Oe2

it−1(xit) represent the expected cost when stockout happens and when no
stockout happens, respectively. The logic of the two-stage solution is, in period t − 1, hospital i
determines the regular replenishment quantity and aims at minimizing the expected cost of period
t. If stockout happens in period t, unsatisfied demand is fulfilled by emergent order. Therefore,
we explore the order-up-to level xit which arrives at the beginning of period t (i.e., at the end of period
t− 1) that minimizes E[Oe

it−1(xit)] for hospital i under the emergent replenishment policy. More model
setting details are attached in the Appendix A (Proof of Proposition 1).

Proposition 1. Under the no sharing case, for hospital i, given Dit and xit, eit increases as wi increases.

For the hospital, the emergent demand from patients cannot be backlogged to the next period
and should be satisfied in the current period. Therefore, when a stockout is anticipated in hospital i,
if wi is high (which means more emergent patients choose to stay and wait for medical supply), then
the hospital needs to place a larger emergent order. We provide the proof of following propositions in
the Appendix A.

Proposition 2. Under the no sharing case, the expected cost of hospital i, Oe
it−1(xit), increases as wi increases.

In period t− 1, there exists a unique x∗it that minimizes Oe
it−1(xit) when wi ≥ Nt+τn−h

Ut+τe
.
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Under the emergent replenishment policy, the emergent request rate increases the total operating
cost of the hospital. If stockout happens in period t, a higher percentage of patients are willing to wait
for emergent medical supply, then the hospital needs to pay more to satisfy the demand in period
t. When the hospital decides the regular replenishment quantity in period t− 1, a unique optimal
order-up-to level x∗it can be determined to minimize the cost of hospital i only when the emergent
request rate of patients wi ≥ Nt+τn−h

Ut+τe
.

5. Inventory Policies with Sharing

In this section, we consider the inventory sharing mechanism between two hospitals. Two
hospitals form an alliance make inventory decisions independently and share inventory cooperatively.
We assumed that the two cooperative hospitals are willing to share with each other in order to improve
social welfare when the sharing action is beneficial to the alliance.

5.1. Safety Complete Sharing Policy

Taking the case where hospital i faces stockout and hospital j has sufficient inventory in period
t as an example, when the demand of hospital i exceeds the order-up-to level in period t (Dit ≥ xit),
hospital i prefers to send a sharing request to their partner hospital j if sharing saves costs compared
to placing an emergent replenishment order (Ut + τe ≥ Nt + τs). If hospital j accepts the request
and shares excess inventory with hospital i, the inventory holding cost h is reduced in the current
period—especially when the medical items have special storage requirements, the holding cost could
be very high. However, hospital j does not empty its warehouse but keeps k j inventory as safety stock
and makes a sharing decision rationally. When the two hospitals are centralized, the sharing incentive
is wider (Ut + τe + h− Nt − τs ≥ 0). Two corollaries are derived based on the sharing condition.

Corollary 1. Under the sharing mechanism, the positive cost reduction of two hospitals increases in τe, h and
decreases in τs.

Compared to the emergent replenishment policy, the cost reduction (profit) of the sharing policy
mainly comprises the savings in transportation cost and inventory holding cost. Corollary 1 shows that
the positive cost reduction of sharing action increases as the emergent replenishment transportation
cost and holding cost increase. It decreases as the sharing transshipment cost increases.

Corollary 2. The sharing mechanism has positive benefits only if Ut + τe + h− Nt − τs ≥ 0.

We obtain Ut−Nt + h ≥ 0, which means that there exists the case when τe ≤ τs (the transportation
cost to share the inventory from hospital j to hospital i is more expensive than the emergent
transportation cost from dealer to hospital i), the inventory sharing is more economical. Therefore,
when stockout happens in a hospital, transportation cost is not always considered as top priority.

Developed from the complete pooling policy [14], we propose the safety complete sharing policy
as a sharing rule for two cooperative hospitals in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. When stockout is anticipated in hospital i at period t, for j 6= i:

i. If (xjt − Djt)(1− k j) ≥ (Dit − xit)wi, then sjt = (Dit − xit)wi.
ii. If (xjt − Djt)(1− k j) < (Dit − xit)wi, then sjt = (xjt − Djt)(1− k j).

In our model, we consider the effect of safety stock level and patients’ emergent request rate on
the sharing amount. Only when hospital j has surplus inventory after satisfying its internal demand
does it have the capacity to share. The “complete” in our proposition means that when the hospital
has excess inventory, it has ability to share completely. Under scenario (i), when the surplus inventory
of hospital j is enough to cover the emergent request amount of hospital i, then the sharing amount
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is equal to the requested amount, and no emergent replenishment is needed. Under scenario (ii),
hospital j is capable of satisfying the partial amount of hospital i’s sharing request due to insufficient
excess inventory, so hospital i still needs to place an emergent replenishment order to satisfy the
remaining demand.

5.2. Six Scenarios under the Sharing Case

When the sharing option is available, the continuous decision process is slightly different from the
decision process of no sharing. If the sharing condition is satisfied, the hospital that faces stockout sends
a sharing request to the partner hospital that has surplus inventory. Under the sharing mechanism, we
first obtain the optimal sharing/emergent replenishment quantity, then we explore the optimal regular
replenishment quantity for the next period. In our proposed model, the total expected cost of the
two cooperative hospitals is set as the objective function. For example, in period t− 1, an order-up-to
level xit is decided to minimize the total cost when xjt is given. The expected total cost of the hospital
alliance is denoted as Os

t−1(xit, xjt). Following the cost structure and the decision logic under the
emergent replenishment policy, we consider the sharing policy between two cooperative hospitals
under the following six scenarios.

5.2.1. Scenario 1: xit ≥ Dit, xjt ≥ Djt

In this scenario, both hospital i and j have surplus inventory in period t, thus no sharing or
emergent replenishment occurs. Both hospitals conduct inventory planning independently. At the
beginning of period t− 1, the total expected cost of the hospital alliance is denoted as Os1

t−1(xit, xjt):

Os1
t−1(xit, xjt) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Nt−1 + τn)xjt + (h− Nt − τn)(xit − Dit)

+ (h− Nt − τn)(xjt − Djt) + βOs1
t (xit+1, xjt+1).

(2)

5.2.2. Scenario 2: xit < Dit, xjt ≥ Djt, (xjt − Djt)(1− k j) ≥ (Dit − xit)wi

In period t, hospital j has surplus inventory and hospital i has excess demand. Hospital i prefers
inventory sharing instead of emergent replenishment to fulfill the emergent requesting patients.
Meanwhile, the sharing quantity of j is enough to cover the requesting quantity of i, and thus the
optimal sharing amount sjt = (Dit − xit)wi. The emergent replenishment amount is eit = ejt = 0.
Notice that if sharing occurs, the immediate cost structure changes since hospital i has to pay a sharing
cost for transportation, denoted as τs(Dit − xit)wi. Hospital j saves the corresponding holding cost
h(Dit − xit)wi. The expected total cost of hospital i and j is denoted by Os2

t−1(xit, xjt) in this case:

Os2
t−1(xit, xjt) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Nt−1 + τn)xjt + τs(Dit − xit)wi

+ (h− Nt − τn)[xjt − Djt − (Dit − xit)wi] + βOs2
t (xit+1, xjt+1).

(3)

5.2.3. Scenario 3: xit < Dit, xjt ≥ Djt, (xjt − Djt)(1− k j) < (Dit − xit)wi

In scenario 3, after keeping the safety stock, hospital j does not have enough inventory to satisfy
the full amount requested by hospital i. Therefore, the optimal sharing amount sjt = (xjt −Djt)(1− k j)

and hospital i still places an emergent replenishment to the dealer for the remaining demand, that is,
eit = (Dit − xit)wi − (xjt − Djt)(1− k j). The corresponding expected total cost is:

Os3
t−1(xit, xjt) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Nt−1 + τn)xjt + τs(xjt − Djt)(1− k j)

+ (Ut + τe)[(Dit − xit)wi − (xjt − Djt)(1− k j)]

+ (h− Nt − τn)(xjt − Djt)k j + βOs3
t (xit+1, xjt+1).

(4)

5.2.4. Scenario 4: xit ≥ Dit, xjt < Djt, (xit − Dit)(1− ki) ≥ (Djt − xjt)wj

The fourth scenario is symmetric to scenario 2, and the expected total cost can be represented as:
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Os4
t−1(xit, xjt) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Nt−1 + τn)xjt + τs(Djt − xjt)wj

+ (h− Nt − τn)[xit − Dit − (Djt − xjt)wj] + βOs4
t (xit+1, xjt+1).

(5)

5.2.5. Scenario 5: xit ≥ Dit, xjt < Djt, (xit − Dit)(1− ki) < (Djt − xjt)wj

The fifth scenario is a symmetric example of scenario 3, and the expected total cost is:

Os5
t−1(xit, xjt) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Nt−1 + τn)xjt + τs(xit − Dit)(1− ki)

+ (Ut + τe)[(Djt − xjt)wj − (xit − Dit)(1− ki)]

+ (h− Nt − τn)(xit − Dit)ki + βOs5
t (xit+1, xjt+1).

(6)

5.2.6. Scenario 6: xit < Dit, xjt < Djt

Scenario 6 shows that no inventory sharing occurs when both cooperative hospitals are facing
stockout, and emergent replenishment is the only option. The emergent replenishment quantities
of hospital i and j are eit = (Dit − xit)wi and ejt = (Djt − xjt)wj, respectively. Under this case,
the expected total cost can be denoted by:

Os6
t−1(xit, xjt) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Nt−1 + τn)xjt + (Ut + τe)(Dit − xit)wi

+ (Ut + τe)(Djt − xjt)wj + βOs6
t (xit+1, xjt+1).

(7)

Combining the above six scenarios, the total expected cost of both hospitals under the inventory
sharing mechanism is derived by the following equation:

E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)] =

∫ xit

0

∫ xjt

0
Os1

t−1(xit, xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xit

0

∫ (xit−Dit)(1−ki)
wj

+xjt

xjt

Os2
t−1(xit, xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xit

0

∫ ∞

(xit−Dit)(1−ki)
wj

+xjt

Os3
t−1(xit, xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xjt

0

∫ (xjt−Djt)(1−kj)
wi

+xit

xit

Os4
t−1(xit, xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDitdDjt

+
∫ xjt

0

∫ ∞
(xjt−Djt)(1−kj)

wi
+xit

Os5
t−1(xit, xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDitdDjt

+
∫ ∞

xit

∫ ∞

xjt

Os6
t−1(xit, xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit.

(8)

The logic of the sharing policy is summarized as follows: inventory sharing only occurs when one
hospital has excess demand and another hospital has excess inventory. For the hospital that receives
a sharing request, if the surplus inventory is still more than the requested amount after maintaining
sufficient safety stock, then it is optimal to fulfill the shortage of the partner hospital so as to minimize
the total cost of both hospitals. In contrast, if the surplus inventory is not sufficient to fulfill the
whole shortage amount, then it is optimal to share as much as possible and make up the remaining
demand by emergent replenishment. Inventory sharing is a more efficient approach to allocate medical
resources internally regardless of complete sharing or partial sharing.

We obtain more structural properties in the following propositions.

Proposition 4. Under the sharing case, given Dt and Xt, the optimal sjt increases as wi increases and decreases
as kj increases.
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For the hospital with excess demand, inventory sharing between the two cooperative hospitals is
preferred when it saves more cost than emergent replenishment. Consider the case where hospital i
faces stockout in period t and the partner hospital j has excess inventory. A higher wi increases the
sharing amount sjt when hospital j can cover all the shortage of hospital i. However, when hospital
j can only fulfill the partial unsatisfied demand of hospital i, the final sharing amount depends on
the safety stock requirement of hospital j. If hospital j keeps more safety stock, then the available
sharing quantity is less. After obtaining the cost structure of the expected total cost of two cooperative
hospitals under the inventory sharing mechanism, we aim at identifying the effects of patient’s
behavior (emergent request rate) and hospital safety stock level on the expected total cost. The detailed
observation is presented in Proposition 5.

Proposition 5. Under the sharing case, for two cooperative hospitals, when h ≤ τs + Nt + τn, the optimal
expected total cost increases as wi and wj increase. When τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn, the optimal expected
total cost increases as ki and k j increase.

With the mathematical proof, we find that only when h ≤ τs + Nt + τn does a higher wi or wj
increase the total cost of the alliance. In general, for the alliance of two hospitals i and j, a higher wi
or wj leads to a higher sharing amount/emergent replenishment amount as well as a higher total
cost. However, if h is very high (h > τs + Nt + τn), more holding cost is saved through the sharing
mechanism and can offset some cost increase caused by increasing wi or wj, and the expected total cost
may not increase as wi and wj increase. Similarly, only when τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn is satisfied
does a higher k j make hospital j share less inventory with hospital i, then hospital i spends more
on emergent replenishment. Total cost increases as k j increases under the above condition. If τs is
very high, τs > Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn, inventory sharing is not preferred for hospital i when stockout
happens. Then, k j has no effect on sharing action and the expected total cost. Under this case, a higher
total cost of the alliance is resulted by the emergent replenishment order placed by hospital i.

Proposition 6. Under the sharing case, in each period t− 1, for two cooperative hospitals i and j, given xjt,
there exists a unique pair of order-up-to levels (xit, xjt) such that x∗it(xjt) minimizes Os

t−1(xit, xjt). When
τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn, x∗it(xjt) has the following properties:

i. x∗it(xjt) increases as wj increases.
ii. x∗it(xjt) increases as k j increases.

iii. x∗it(xjt) decreases as xjt increases.

Under the no sharing case, the inventory decisions in hospital j do not affect the inventory
decisions of hospital i. However, in the sharing mechanism, the two hospitals form an alliance and
aim at preventing stockout with a minimal total cost. Therefore, the emergent request rate of patients
in hospital j, the safety stock level of hospital j, and the order-up-to quantity of hospital j impact the
decision process of hospital i. Under the condition that τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn, inventory sharing
is preferred when stockout occurs in hospital i. However, if hospital i realizes that hospital j may face
an increasing wj (which means hospital j needs more inventory to satisfy its internal demand), then
hospital i will increase its inventory level x∗it(xjt) in case of the stock out. On the other hand, if hospital
i is informed that the safety stock level k j in hospital j increases (which means hospital j wants to keep
more safety stock), the possible sharing amount to hospital i will decrease. Thus, hospital i can only
increase x∗it(xjt) in advance in case of expensive emergent replenishment. In addition, if inventory
sharing is preferred for addressing stockout, when hospital j increases the inventory level xjt, hospital
i will decrease x∗it(xjt) to avoid overstock.
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6. Results and Discussion

In this section, we compare the two inventory policies (emergent replenishment policy and
sharing policy) with various parameter settings (replenishment price, transportation cost, inventory
handling cost, patients’ emergent request rate, and safety stock level of the hospitals) using numerical
experiments. For simplicity, we denote the emergency replenishment policy as the no sharing policy. In
our model setting, the decision process had Markov property, the decision in period t only depended
on the decision in period t− 1, but was independent of any other previous periods. Therefore, we
considered two periods to show the main results of our propositions when designing the experiments.
This two-period model can be reiterated to a multiperiod setting. Our numerical experiments consisted
of four components. The first part investigated the effects of emergency replenishment price and
transportation cost on hospitals’ decisions and expected costs. In the second part, we explored the
decision of optimal order-up-to level of hospitals under the two inventory policies. Then, in the
third part, we compared the expected total cost of two hospitals when they are separated (under the
no sharing policy) and in an alliance (under the sharing policy) to explore the cost reduction of the
inventory sharing choice. In the final part, we investigated how hospital i determined the inventory
order-up-to level according to the order-up-to level of hospital j.

In our numerical model, we assumed that the two hospitals faced stochastic demand, following
a normal distribution with µ = 100 and standard deviation δ = 50. Other parameters were: normal
replenishment price Nt = 40 for all t, emergent replenishment price in period t Ut = 50, per-unit
transportation cost for regular replenishment τn = 5, per-unit transportation cost for emergent
replenishment τe = 10, per-unit transportation cost for sharing τs = 12, emergent request rate of
hospital i wi = 0.8, and safety stock rate of hospital i ki = 0.1. Under the no sharing case, hospital
i and hospital j are independent. For each hospital, the optimal inventory level depends on the
demand forecast and the emergent request rate. Higher emergent request leads to higher emergent
replenishment quantity and higher cost. Therefore, the impacts of wi on hospital i or wj on hospital j
were not included in this experiment. Instead, we aimed to explore the effects of the emergent request
rate of hospital j and the safety stock level of hospital j on the order-up-to level of hospital i under the
sharing case. In the results, we denote the no-sharing policy as “N” and the sharing policy as “S”.

6.1. The Impacts of Emergent Replenishment Price and Transportation Cost

In our model, hospitals’ inventory decisions, sharing decisions, and the expected total cost
are affected by many factors, including some internal factors (replenishment price, transportation
cost, inventory handling cost, safety inventory level) and some external factors (patient demands,
patient behaviors). We first explored the impacts of replenishment price and transportation cost
using numerical experiments. Figure 1 shows that a higher emergent replenishment price increased
hospitals’ total cost in the ordering process, and induced the inventory sharing action between
hospitals. Figure 2a,b identifies the effects of emergent replenishment transportation cost and sharing
transportation cost on hospitals’ ordering decisions respectively. Under the sharing mechanism,
a higher emergent replenishment transportation cost had similar impacts to a higher emergent
replenishment price—it increased the hospitals’ cost reduction compared to the no sharing mechanism.
However, a higher sharing transportation cost decreased hospitals’ cost reduction compared to the no
sharing mechanism. These results verify Corollary 1 well.
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Figure 1. The impacts of emergent replenishment price on hospitals’ total costs.
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Figure 2. The impacts of transportation cost on hospitals’ total costs. (a) The impacts of emergent
replenishment transportation cost; (b) The impacts of sharing transportation cost.

6.2. The Optimal Order-up-to Levels of Hospitals

In this section, we explore the optimal order-up-to level of a hospital with and without the sharing
option. Figure 3a shows that (a) under the no sharing policy, the optimal inventory level of hospital i
was independent of the emergent request rate of hospital j. (b) Under the sharing policy, the optimal
order-up-to level of hospital i increased as the emergent request rate wj increased, regardless of the
holding cost. This means that when more patients requested emergent service in hospital j, then
hospital j was not capable of sharing its inventory with hospital i. Hospital i could only increase the
order-up-to level to reduce the risk of stockout. (c) Higher inventory holding cost (h = 15) decreased
the optimal order-up-to level of both inventory policies. The explanation is intuitive—the hospital
will decrease the order quantity for medical items with higher holding cost (e.g., some items needing
cryopreservation) to minimize total inventory cost, especially when demand is uncertain. Figure 3b
shows similar results to Figure 3a; by comparing two figures, it can be found that under the sharing
policy, when the safety stock level of hospital j was higher (k j = 0.5), the corresponding order-up-to
level of hospital i was slightly higher than that of the lower k j case (k j = 0.1). The main reason is that
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a higher safety stock level will decrease the sharing amount; hospital i that anticipates a stockout may
not be satisfied by the sharing action and needs to improve the order-up-to level in advance.
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Figure 3. Optimal order-up-to level of hospital i.

6.3. The Optimal Expected Total Cost of Hospitals

In the third part of the numerical experiments, we computed the expected total cost of hospitals
under the two inventory policies. For the no sharing case, we considered the two hospitals separately
and computed the sum of their expected cost. Hospital i determined its own optimal inventory level
and the expected total cost unchanged by assuming wi was constant at 0.8. The cost of hospital j
increased with increasing wj from 0.1 to 1. Under the sharing case, we took the two hospitals as an
alliance and computed the expected total cost of hospitals when wj increased from 0.1 to 1. Figure 4
illustrates the following results: (a) When the per-unit holding cost was the same, the sharing policy
saved more in costs than the no sharing policy, regardless of wj or k j. The results indicate that if the
sharing condition is satisfied, inventory sharing is more economical than the no sharing policy (i.e.,
emergent replenishment). (b) In both no sharing and sharing cases, the optimal total cost increased as
wi or wj increased (we only show the effects of wj here, as wi has a symmetric effect). When wj was
small enough (≤ 0.7), we found that under the same policy, if h was higher, then the total cost was
lower, since a higher holding cost encourages the hospital to order less (result from Figure 3). However,
when wj was large enough (> 0.7), a higher h led to a higher total cost. Compared to the lower h case,
hospital i provided less sit to hospital j and led to more ejt under the higher h case. Therefore, under
the same policy, if the emergent request rate is low, reducing the inventory level is economical for
medical items with higher holding cost. However, if the emergent request rate is high, increasing the
inventory level saves more cost.

Besides, under the sharing policy, the expected total cost increased as ki or k j increased (we only
show the effects of k j, as ki has a symmetric effect). To show the slight difference between Figure 4a
and b, we compared the expected percentage of cost reduction under the lower k j case (k j = 0.1) and
higher k j case (k j = 0.5). Figure 5 shows that hospitals in the sharing mechanism saved more in costs
than in the no sharing mechanism when k j was lower. This is obvious, since if the sharing action is
preferred, a higher safety stock level will decrease the sharing amount, and hospitals will satisfy the
remaining demand by emergent replenishment, causing the the total cost to be higher.
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Figure 4. Optimal expected total costs of the two hospitals.
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Figure 5. Percentage of cost reduction for different kj.

6.4. The Response Inventory Decisions of Hospitals

This section investigates how the hospital responded to another hospital’s inventory decision
under the sharing mechanism. Figure 6 presents the response inventory level of hospital i to hospital j
with different values of wj. Under the sharing case, if inventory sharing is economical, one hospital
will decrease the inventory level if the partner hospital increases its order-up-to level. This avoids
the overstock problem at the hospital. Furthermore, when the emergent request rate of hospital j was
higher, although hospital i had an incentive to decrease its order-up-to level as hospital j increased
its inventory level, hospital i ordered more than that in the smaller wj case. Overall, compared
to the no sharing case, the response policy in the hospital alliance improved the utilization rate of
medical inventory.
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Figure 6. The response order-up-to level of hospital i to hospital j.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes a two-period inventory sharing model for two hospitals to address the
inventory stockout problem. We first derived the emergent replenishment policy and optimal inventory
order-up-to level for each hospital when there was no sharing option. Then we proposed an inventory
sharing policy and obtained an optimal inventory order-up-to level when the two hospitals were
cooperative. Furthermore, we explored the effects of patient’s emergent request rate and the safety
stock level of the hospital as well as other cost parameters on the optimal inventory decision. It was
found that when the sharing condition was satisfied, the inventory sharing policy was more economical
than the no sharing policy (i.e., emergent replenishment policy). In the sharing case, the total expected
cost of the two hospitals increased when one hospital’s emergent request rate and safety inventory
level increased. The optimal order-up-to level of one hospital increased when the partner hospital’s
emergent request rate increased, the partner hospital’s safety inventory level increased, or the partner
hospital’s order-up-to level decreased.

In addition, the contribution of our paper is threefold: (1) it solves the stockout problem of medical
items in hospitals; we propose a new inventory sharing mechanism and derive optimal inventory
policies for two cooperative hospitals. The sharing policy benefits the alliance compared with the
emergent replenishment policy. (2) Under the sharing policy, we investigated the impacts of patients’
behavior (emergent request rate), hospital safety inventory level, and other cost parameters on the
inventory decisions. From the perspective of research novelty, our paper enriches the previous research
on hospital operations management. (3) Our research scope is limited to a two-period inventory
sharing model, but it can be extended to a multiperiod setting in other scenarios when the scenarios
have the following features: demand updates in every period, and the inventory decision in one
period only depends on the decisions of the previous period. Hence, our research could provide some
guidelines for hospital operational practice.

Our research has some limitations in its research model and methodology, which can be
considered in future work. First, although our mathematical model describes hospitals’ ordering
process and inventory sharing process completely, it still neglects some complex characteristics in
real healthcare operations, such as medical manager behaviors [28], the service level of patients [25],
information asymmetry between the dealer and hospitals, and delivery reliability in transportation [26].
By considering these specific characteristics in the mathematical model, the research would provide
more managerial insights for practice. Second, our research scope is in a two-hospital sharing setting.
We will consider an n-hospitals inventory sharing problem and the sharing profit allocation problem
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among multiple hospitals in future research. Furthermore, in the current study, our sharing mechanism
assumed that the borrowing hospital (requests sharing) would return the amount shared to the lending
hospital (accepts a sharing request) in the next period. We will also consider the impacts of the
unpunctual return problem on the sharing mechanism in further research.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1. We first introduce more details in the benchmark case. In scenario 1: xit ≥ Dit,
we denote the total expected cost of hospital i as Oe1

it−1(xit), which consists of two components. The first
component is the cost of initial inventory (order-up-to level) xit, which represents the cost of the initial
inventory, denoted by (Nt−1 + τn)xit. The second component is the cost in period t, denoted by
Vit, which includes a single-period cost vit in period t and the expected cost Vit+1 of period t + 1.
Therefore, Oe1

it−1(xit) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + Et−1[Vit] and Vit = vit + Et[Vit+1], for all t ∈ 1, 2, ..., T − 1.
The immediate cost vit = (Nt + τn)nit + h(xit − Dit) and xit+1 = xit − Dit + nit.

Then, we obtain,

Oe1
it−1(xit) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (h− Nt − τn)(xit − Dit) + βOe1

it (xit+1), (A1)

where β represents the discount factor over one period and β ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, the expected cost of
hospital i in scenario 2 (Dit > xit) is derived.

Oe2
it−1(xit) = (Nt−1 + τn)xit + (Ut + τe)(Dit − xit)wi + βOe2

it (xit+1), (A2)

where eit = (Dit − xit)wi represents the emergent replenishment order amount. Then E[Oe
it−1(xit)] is

obtained in Section 4.

Proof of Proposition 2. Given xit,

∂E[Oe
it−1(xit)]

∂wi
=
∫ ∞

xit

(Ut + τe)(Dit − xit)gi(Dit)d(Dit) > 0. (A3)

Thus, E[Oe
it−1(xit)] increases as wi increases.

∂E[Oe
it−1(xit)]

∂xit
=
∫ xit

0
(h + Nt−1 − Nt)gi(Dit)d(Dit)

+
∫ ∞

xit

[Nt−1 + τn − (Ut + τe)wi]gi(Dit)d(Dit)

(A4)

∂2E[Oe
it−1(xit)]

∂x2
it

= [h− Nt − τn + (Ut + τe)wi]gi(xit) > 0 (A5)

if h − Nt − τn + (Ut + τe)wi > 0. Therefore, we notice that the above equation is positive, and
E[Oe

it−1(xit)] is convex in xit when wi >
Nt+τn−h

Ut+τe
.

Proof of Proposition 4. We consider the cases where inventory sharing occurs:
in scenario 2, xit < Dit, xjt ≥ Djt, (xjt − Djt)(1− k j) ≥ (Dit − xit)wi,

∂sjt

∂wi
= Dit − xit ≥ 0,

∂sjt

∂k j
= 0; (A6)
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in scenario 3, xit < Dit, xjt ≥ Djt, (xjt − Djt)(1− k j) < (Dit − xit)wi,

∂sjt

∂wi
= 0,

∂sjt

∂k j
= Dit − xit < 0. (A7)

In scenarios 4 and 5, taking the first derivative of sit with respect to wj, ki, we can draw
similar conclusions.

Proof of Proposition 5. Given (xit, xjt),

∂E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂wj
=
∫ xit

0

∫ (xit−Dit)(1−ki)
wj

+xjt

xjt

(τs + Nt + τn − h)(Djt − xjt)

× gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xit

0

∫ ∞

(xit−Dit)(1−ki)
wj

+xjt

(Ut + τe)(Djt − xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ ∞

xit

∫ ∞

xjt

(Ut + τe)(Djt − xjt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit > 0.

(A8)

Thus, if (τs + Nt + τn − h) ≥ 0, the monotonicity maintains, E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)] increases as

wj increases.

∂E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂k j
=
∫ xjt

0

∫ ∞
(xjt−Djt)(1−kj)

wi
+xit

(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× (xjt − Djt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDitdDjt > 0

(A9)

If (h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn) ≥ 0, the monotonicity maintains, and E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)] increases as

k j increases. The same result can be obtained by differentiating with respect to wi, ki.

Proof of Proposition 6.

∂E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂xit
=
∫ xit

0

∫ xjt

0
(h + Nt−1 − Nt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xit

0

∫ (xit−Dit)(1−ki)
wj

+xjt

xjt

(h + Nt−1 − Nt)gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xit

0

∫ ∞

(xit−Dit)(1−ki)
wj

+xjt

[(τs −Ut − τe)(1− ki) + (h− Nt − τn)ki + Nt−1 + τn]

× gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

+
∫ xjt

0

∫ (xjt−Djt)(1−kj)
wi

+xit

xit

[(h− τs − Nt − τn)wi + Nt−1 + τn]

× gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDitdDjt

+
∫ xjt

0

∫ ∞
(xjt−Djt)(1−kj)

wi
+xit

[Nt−1 + τn − (Ut + τe)wi]gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDitdDjt

+
∫ ∞

xit

∫ ∞

xjt

[Nt−1 + τn − (Ut + τe)wi]gi(Dit)gj(Djt)dDjtdDit

(A10)
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∂2E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂x2
it

=
∫ xjt

0
[(h− Nt − τn)(1− wi) + τswi]gi(xit)gj(Djt)dDjt

+
(1− ki)

2

wj

∫ xit

0
(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× gj(
(xit − Dit)(1− ki)

wj
+ xjt)gi(Dit)dDit

+ wi

∫ xjt

0
(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× gi(
(xjt − Djt)(1− k j)

wi
+ xit)gj(Djt)dDjt

+
∫ ∞

xjt

[(Ut + τe)(wi + ki − 1) + τs(1− ki) + (h− Nt − τn)ki]

× gi(xit)gj(Djt)dDjt.

(A11)

We note that if the above items are positive, then E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)] is convex in xit. When

E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)] is unimodal, we have:

∂2E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂xit∂xjt
= (1− ki)

∫ xit

0
(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× gj(
(xit − Dit)(1− ki)

wj
+ xjt)gi(Dit)dDit

+ (1− ki)
∫ xjt

0
(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× gi(
(xjt − Djt)(1− k j)

wi
+ xit)gj(Djt)dDjt > 0

(A12)

∂xit(xjt)

∂xjt
= −

∂2E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂xit∂xjt

/
∂2E[Os

t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂x2
it

(A13)

since
∂2E[Os

t−1(xit ,xjt)]

∂x2
it

>
∂2E[Os

t−1(xit ,xjt)]

∂xit∂xjt
> 0 and

∣∣∣∣− ∂2E[Os
t−1(xit ,xjt)]

∂xit∂xjt

/
∂2E[Os

t−1(xit ,xjt)]

∂x2
it

∣∣∣∣ < 1. Therefore, if

τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn is satisfied, xit(xjt) is unique when xjt is given (the proof is according to
the proof of Proposition 1 in [20]).

∂2E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂xit∂wj
= − (xit − Dit)(1− ki)

2

w2
j

∫ xit

0
(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× gj(
(xit − Dit)(1− ki)

wj
+ xjt)gi(Dit)dDit

(A14)

∂2E[Os
t−1(xit, xjt)]

∂xit∂k j
= −(xjt − Djt)

∫ xjt

0
(h− τs + Ut + τe − Nt − τn)

× gi(
(xjt − Djt)(1− k j)

wi
+ xit)gj(Djt)dDjt

(A15)

We obtain that there exists a unique x∗it(xjt), which decreases as xjt increases. When xit < Dit,
x∗it(xjt) increases as wj increases if τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn. When xjt < Djt, x∗it(xjt) increases as k j
increases if τs ≤ Ut + τe + h− Nt − τn.
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